Diagramming Sentences with Adjectives

An **adjective** is a word that describes a noun or pronoun. Articles (a, an, the) are special types of adjectives.

example: *The blue* bird sang.

The word *blue* is an adjective that describes the noun, *bird*. The word *the* is also an adjective.

Here is how you make a diagram of a sentence with adjectives:

```
  bird  \n--\ /  \nThe  blue \n      \n  sang.
```

2. An orange fish swam.

3. A brown cow eats.

4. The old man sleeps.
5. Two cars crashed.

6. The smallest girl won.


★ **Challenge** - Circle the adjectives and underline the noun. Diagram the sentence.

10. A big, black, old bear growled.
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An **adjective** is a word that describes a noun or pronoun. Articles (a, an, the) are special types of adjectives.

**Example:**  *The blue* bird sang.

The word *blue* is an adjective that describes the noun, *bird*. The word *the* is also an adjective.

Here is how you make a diagram of a sentence with adjectives:

```
bird
 The  blue
 sang.
```

---

**Answer Key**

1. *The seagull flew.*
   - *The* seagull
   - *flew.*

2. *An orange fish swam.*
   - *An* orange
   - *fish swam.*

3. *A brown cow eats.*
   - *A* brown
   - *cow eats.*

4. *The old man sleeps.*
   - *The* old
   - *man sleeps.*
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5. Two cars crashed.

6. The smallest girl won.

8. Mr. Simpson listened.


10. A big, black, old bear growled.

★ Challenge - Circle the adjectives and underline the noun. Diagram the sentence.

ANSWER KEY
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